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An Expert System That Performs A Satellite Stationkeeping Maneuver

M. Kate Lines-Browning and John L. Stone, Jr.

Abstract:

In this paper, we describe the development and capabilities of a prototype expert sys-

tem that provides real-time spacecraft system analysis and command generation. At present,

ESSOC (Expert System for Satellite Orbit Control) is capable of performing the stationkeeping

maneuver for a geostationary satellite.
ESSOC guides the operator through the stationkeeping operation by recommending

appropriate commands that reflect both the changing spacecraft condition and previous

procedural action. Information regarding satellite status is stored in a knowledge base internal

to the expert system. This knowledge base is continuously updated with processed spacecraft
telemetry. Information on the procedural structure is encoded in production rules. The

independence of the procedural rules from each other, and from the knowledge base, makes

the system easy to maintain and expand.
Particular attention is directed to distinctive features of the ESSOC system and its

development, namely, the structured methods of knowledge acquisition, and the design

and performance-enhancing techniques that enable ESSOC to operate in a real-time
environment.

1.0 Introduction

Certain properties of current satellite operation techniques indicate that significant

benefit may be derived by introducing automation into the field of satellite operations. First,

satellites are difficult to operate, requiring skilled teams that are both difficult to assemble

and expensive to maintain. Second, errors on the part, of the flight crew can be expensive

to rectify or can even be irreversible. Automating satellite operations offers a number of

distinct advantages:

1) Swift anomaly detection and response;

2) Identification of transient conditions;

3) Correct operational response to the aforementioned conditions; and
4) Capability to implement increasingly complex flight rules.

As proof of the concept that the use of expert systems is an efficient method of achiev-

ing the goals listed above we have developed ESSOC, a prototype expert system for satel-

lite operations.
Rather than construct a system to completely handle all satellite operations, we limited

the scope of ESSOC operation to a subset of the operations ibr a mission. Furthermore,

once a prototype system was produced, the modular design inherent in ESSOC would enable

us to expand the system over time.
We selected the stationkeeping maneuver for the TDRS-1 spacecraft as the domain for

our development effort. The choice of spacecraft was predicated upon the availability of

knowledge engineers familiar with the domain. The choice of the particular satellite oper-
ation to be automated was more arbitrary, but the stationkeeping maneuver met the fol-

lowing desirable criteria:

1 ) Need for swift response to problems;
2) Reasonable procedure duration (approximately 3 hours);

3) Manageable domain size/development complexity;



4) Universalityof applicationto differentsatellites;
5) Critical needfor correctcommanding;
6) Greatestpotentialbenefit to currentTDRSoperations.

Conveniently,the TSIMreal-timeTDRSSimulatorwasavailableto servein the testbed
for ESSOC,providingboth a telemetrystreamand a commandresponse.

Usingthe techniquesoutlined herein,ESSOCpreparesthe satellite(in this casethe
TSIMreal-timesimulator)for the orbit adjustmentby recommendingand sendingcom-
mandsthat route propellantto the appropriatethrustersfor attitudecontrol and firing
the deltaV thrusters.Attitude controlmodesareswitchedasnecessaryand the success
or failureof eachstepof the procedureis verifiedcontinuouslyvia telemetry.The user
is notifiedof problemsasproblemsaredetected.ESSOCgeneratessatellitecommandsin
responseto anomaliesand displaysthem for useraction.

2.0 The TDRS Spacecraft

The TDRS spacecraft (shown in Figure 1) is a 3-axis-controlled, bias-momentum-

stabilized communications satellite. Launched in 1983 and stationed at 71 ° West longitude,

TDRS- 1 will be joined by at least two similar spacecraft yet to be launched. During normal

on orbit operations, reaction wheels are used to control the attitude, while one pound (nomi-
nal) thrusters are used occasionally to remove accumulated wheel momentum. These same
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thrustersarealsousedperiodicallyto adjustthe TDRSorbit to correctfor perturbations,
and to maintain the TDRSattitudeand thrust vectorduring this correctionprocedure.

Thethrustersusecatalyticdecompositionofhydrazineonaheatedcatalystbed,which
must haveits temperaturemaintainedthroughpropercommanding.The earth sensors
providepointingerrorinformationprovidedthesatelliteiswithin fivedegreesoftheproper
attitude.Thesolararraysprovideelectricpower,andmustbemaintainedin the correct,
sun-pointingpositionby rotatingthemaboutthe pitch axisasthesatelliteorbits.Various
antennasincludedin the spacecraftpayloadmayalsobeseen(Figure1). Further details
on the TDRSmaybe found in "TDRSSpacecraftOperations."1

3.0 The ESSOC Expert System

The ESSOC expert system resides on a Symbolics 3675 LISP machine. It receives
processed telemetry data via Ethernet from the ESSOC front end processor which resides

on a VAX 11/785. The telemetry data is provided by a real-time spacecraft simulator that

also resides on the VAX. In this section, we will discuss each portion of this configuration

separately. A discussion of the link between the two machines is found in section 3.3.5.

3.1 ESSOC Development Environment

The Symbolics 3675 LISP machine is a stand-alone, single-user LISP workstation. Our

system is equipped with both a black-and-w.hite console and a color graphics monitor. The

programming environment supports multi-windowing, multi-tasking, incremental develop-

ment of programs, and optimized LISP programming. We used LISP to implement the expert

system functions that dealt with the color graphics, procedure timing, networking, and

arithmetically intensive functions used by procedural rules. Most of the expert system,

however, was developed using the expert system development shell, ART (Automated

Reasoning Tool), which greatly expedited expert system development. ART provides an

inference engine and mechanisms for representing frames (schemata), rules (backward and

forward chaining), and inheritance relations.
Telemetry data for the expert system is provided by a real-time, high-fidelity simula-

tor of the TDRS spacecraft (TSIM) that resides on the 'vAX 11/785. Because the simulator

is able to model response to commanding in telemetry; the simulator provides a telemetry

stream (1000 bits per second) functionally identical to that of the spacecraft. Hence, in
designing the expert system, we were able to consider the simulator indistinguishable from
the satellite.

ESSOC's front end processor, which resides on the VAX, is responsible for processing
the raw telemetry data from the simulator into a specified format and placing it into a

processed telemetry buffer on the VAX. Tim conversion of data is performed in two steps.

First, the front end processor breaks the data from the simulator down into complete telem-

etry frames and stores these frames in a buffer on the VAX. Whenever the processed telem-

etry buffer becomes empty, the second step of the processing is performed. The second
step of the conversion process changes this raw data into engineering units, performs trend

determination, and labels the data values with ASCII tags. The front end processor places

the resulting data into the processed telemetry buffer which holds up to 64 frames (32768

bits) of telemetry}
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3.2 Expert System Development

Using the "rapid prototyping" method of software development, a working prototype

of the ESSOC expert system was developed within six months. The first three months of

the project were spent in an intensive knowledge acquisition phase. The information col-

lected at this time was used to select a scheme for representing knowledge in the expert

system that would allow the system to operate in real time and to be expanded. After decid-

ing on the general design of the system, the information gained from the domain experts

(in this case, spacecraft engineers) was organized and converted into code. The expert sys-

tem prototype generated from the initial data was evaluated by the domain expert and
suggestions for improvements made by the spacecraft engineers were incorporated into

the system. The development cycle then repeats: the spacecraft engineers are interviewed

by the knowledge engineers to obtain more information about the problem domain, this

knowledge is organized and encoded, and the resultant system is evaluated by the experts.

With each iteration of the development cycle, the system becomes more refined and complete.

From our initial interviews with the spacecraft engineers, it was clear that there were

two basic types of knowledge about the problem domain that were needed by the system:
procedural knowledge and structural knowledge about the spacecraft. Hence, we drew the

methods to organize our data from two distinct software design methodologies: Object

Oriented Design (OOD) and Structured Analysis Design Technique (SADT)) In implement-
ing the expert system, we encoded the structural knowledge in frames, and we encoded

the procedural knowledge in forward-chaining rules. The ESSOC expert system therefore,
may be described as a hybrid-frame/rule-based system.

3.3 Expert System Structure/Operation

The ESSOC expert system is composed of three main portions: l) the rule base: 2)

the knowledge base (ESSOC's internal representation of the satellite); and 3) the user inter-
face. In addition, ESSOC requires processing of the satellite data by custom software. In

the lbllowing sections, we discuss each of the parts of the expert system in more detail
and the flow- of data throughout the expert system and its test bed.

3.3.1 Rule Base

The rule base of the expert system contains all the procedural knowledge of the sys-

tem (i.e., procedures for detecting and correcting anomalies as well as the procedure for

the delta V itself). The procedural knowledge gained from interviewing the engineers was
divided into specific phases which were then subdivided into discrete activities. As prescribed

by the SADT methodology, each of these activities was then analyzed by identifying the

inputs, outputs, and constraints associated with each of the activities. 4 In composing rules,

the left (IF) side of the production rule contained the input conditions and the constraint

conditions, whereas the right (THEN) side of the rule contained the items in the output
portion of the activity description. Examples of an activity decomposition and the resul-

tant ART rule are shown in Figure 2.

Because we anticipated that there would be a large number of rules in the system,

and because ART's inference engine considers every rule for matching in every inference
cycle, a strategy to speed the matching of rule patterns against the data base was employed.

The rules were partitioned into functionally related sets called rulesets. Rulesets may be

designated as active or inactive based on the relevance of the function of this ruleset to



ESSOC RULE BASE

SADT ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION:

TIME.TO-BURN-START _< 1:10
RTMS SET-UP VERIFIED

PID 623

(VDE-B ON)

PID 639

(VDE-A OFF)

INPUT

CONTROL

i

I Configure

RCS
for

EaCh mode

OUTPUT

TCMD
TCMD
TCMD
TCMD

0078
0077
0114
0115

RESULTANT ART RULE:

(defrule S-11-01
(schema operation-status

(current-rulesets configure-rcs-for-earth-mode)
(current-message none)
(current-command none))

(schema TCMD-0077
(status none))

(schema thruster-package
(valve-drive-electronics A))

=>

(modify
(schema operation-status
(current-command TCMD-0077)))

#L (new-line 'view-window)
#L (insert-string 'view-window "Rule S-11-01

Fired.")
#L (choose-command-option "TCMD, 0077" 16)

#L (clear-window 'rule-window)
#L (insert-string 'rule-window

IF the current activity is configure rcs for
earth mode

AND the A valve drive electronics are to be
used

THEN send command TCMD, 0077 to turn
on the A valve drive electronics"))

FIGURE 2. THE SADT DESCRIPTION IS READILY CONVERTED INTO

AN ART RULE

the current status of the maneuver. The status of a ruleset (active or inactive) is dynami-

cally determined by a set of metarules that respond to specific telemetry, timing, and

sequencing conditions. The first condition for matching a rule is that the rule be a part

of a ruleset which is active. Since only a few of the rulesets are active at any one time
in the maneuver, the time that the system spbnds pattern matching is greatly reduced.

The list of rulesets which are active is stored in a data structure in the knowledge base.

In addition to the metarules, there are two other general categories of rulesets: phase-

specific and phase-independent rules. Phase-specific rules perform the delta V procedure.

For example, there is one ruleset that enables the catalyst bed heaters, and another that

opens the propellant valves, etc. There are a total or 22 phase-specific rulesets. Phase-

independent rulesets are those that perform monitoring functions. There are a total of six
phase-independent rulesets. For a more detailed listing of these rulesets, see the paper

"An Expert System for Satellite Orbit Control. ''a

As an example of the operation of a monitoring (phase-independent) ruleset, we dis-
cuss the Rhold monitor found in ESSOC. This monitor is active for a considerable period
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duringthedeltaV procedure,duringwhichseveralofthe phase-dependentstepsexecute.
At intervalsthatareunknownin advance,theRholdmonitorinterruptsthenormalproce-
dure to recommendcommands.This operationis detailedas follows.

Shortly followinglaunch,a failure rendered13of the 24TDRShydrazinethrusters
unusable?further complicatingcontrol of the s_acecraft.Thefailedthrustersareshown
(in black)on thediagramof thespacecraftin Figure3. In particular,the lackof anoperat-
ing negativeroll thruster requiredanalternativemethodto providenegativeroll torque
for attitudecontrol.Theworkarounddevelopedrequiresfiringapairof yawthrusterpulses
that cancelin yawbut havea fractionalnegativeroll torque.Thecommandsequencefor
performingthepairfiring iscalled"Rholdn," wheren isanumberfromonetosevendenot-
ing the numberof thruster pulsepairs.Thesecommandsequencesmust beperformed
to providenegativeroll controlauthority wheneverthrustersareusedfor attitudecontrol,
suchasduring the delta V procedure.

Currently,theattitudecontrolsystemspecialistinstructsthesatellitecontrollerto com-
mandthespacecraftbyobservingthe earthsensorroll error,andissuingcorrectivesatel-
lite commandsbaseduponhis/herintuition andexperience.Incorporatedin ESSOCis a
rollaxiscontroller,theRholdmonitor.Theblockdiagramforthismonitorisshownin Figure
4. Whileunremarkableindesign(furtherdetailsonautomaticcontrollersof this type may
be foundin thebookA.tomatic Co_trol S!]st_m._'_), the ability to use a real-time controller
in an expert system illustrates the performance margin and flexibility found in ESSOC.
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FIGURE 3. DUAl, TIIRUSTER MODULE LOCATIONS
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FIGURE 4. RliOLD MONITOR CONTROL LAW BLOCK DIAGRAM

In ESSOC, the controller itself is implemented in LISP on the Symbolics with the excep-

tion of the data filters, which are described in Section 3.3.5. Previous implementations

of this type of controller by CONTEL, were done in FORTRAN as a closed (no operator

control over commanding) loop7
When the controller determines that commanding is required, a condition is set in the

expert system knowledge base that causes a rule firing which displays the proper com-
mand for user action. As detailed in the user interface section, a monitor-generated rule

preempts any procedural commands in requesting user action.

3.3.2 The ESSOC Knowledge Base

As prescribed by the OOD method, features of the spacecraft were identified as objects;
the operations which act upon these objects were identified and the object's attributes and

values were listed. 8 With the structural knowledge organized in this way, the conversion

of the knowledge into ART's schemas (ART's frame-based knowledge representation) was

a very natural process. Figure 5 shows an example of a schema which represents a spacecraft

object in the knowledge base. ART's relational network allows the system to represent not

only parts of the spacecraft, but also the relationships between spacecraft parts. Values
from the telemetry data are stored in the knowledge base schemas and updated from incom-

ing telemetry data. Thus, at any given [noment the state of the knowledge base reflects
the current status of the satellite; this portion of the knowledge base may be regarded as

a satellite simulator internal to the expert system.

In addition to information about the spacecraft, certain control structures are also present

in the knowledge base. One important control structure that we have already discussed

is the schema that keeps track of the rulesets which are active. Another important control
device is gSSOC's clock. The clock schema stores the current Greenwich Mean Time and

additional needed timing information such as the time until thruster burn start, duration



An ESSOC Control Structure: the ESSOC Clock

(defschema operation-time
(gmt "330:00:00:00")
(duration 100.0)
(new-time no)
(new-duration no)
(universal-time 0))

;time of delta v operation
;(ddd:hh:mm:ss)
;deci-seconds
;old/no/yes/new
;no/yes
;seconds since 1/1/1900

A portion of the ESSOC Satellite Representation: the th-Z3B Thruster

(defschema th-Z3B)
(instance-of thruster)
(thruster-id th-Z3B)
(status dis)
(health working)
(duty-cycle 0)
(temp 0)
(redundant-thruster-id th-Z3B)
(cat-bed-heater-id cat-bed-htr-Z3B)
(propellant-valve-id prop-valve-Z3B)
(thermistor-id thermistor-Z3B))

;pid 680 (en/dis)
;(working/failed)
;(%)

; prop-valve-xxx

FIGURE 5. ESSOC KNOWLEDGE BASE

of thruster firing and whether this information has been changed while configuring for
the delta V maneuver. ESSOC's clock is updated from the system clock and may be accessed
easily by any of the rules.

3.3.3 ESSOC User Interface

The ESSOC system is equipped with two monitors: a black-and-white monitor and a
high-resolution color monitor. The black-and-white console is an interactive user interface

that functions as the command terminal. The color monitor is used for generating graphics

that augment, rather than replace, displays that are currently available to the satellite
controller.

ESSOC displays its recommendations and messages to the user in a specific window

on the black-and-white screen. The operator may send or cancel a command, or confirm

a message recommended by ESSOC by selecting the appropriate option from the command

menu with the mouse. From this user intertb.ce, the expert system may query the user

for information not found in the telemetry, and may request confirmation that certain proce-
dures have been accomplished before proceding with the delta V. High-priority commands

are displayed on pop-up menus that cover the command window, forcing the operator to

respond betbre continuing with the procedure. In separate windows, ESSOC displays a his-
tory of recommended commands, a history of {.he commands that have been sent and a

brief justification of the currently recommended command or message. [n addition to the

command interface present on the black-and-white screen, additional windows give help-
ful information to the operator concerning the Greenwich Mean Time, length of time prior

to thruster firing, and the current phase of the delta V operation. The operator may also
send a satellite commands at will from this screen.

The ESSOC color graphics are displayed on a high-resolution (1280 X 1064) 24-bit color

graphics screen. While not strictly necessary for ESSOC operation (in contrast to the
monochrome display), information on this display is provided to aid the user in his/her
decision making.
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To date, two real-time displays have been implemented. The first depicts the current

configuration of the TDRS Attitude Control Subsystem. The values displayed on the screen
are obtained from the spacecraft telemetry found in the ESSOC database. The second depicts
the orientation of the spacecraft with respect to the earth. Attitude position limits are indi-

cated by rectangles about the center of the earth (nadir). Earth sensor fields of view are

indicated by animated rectangles that are repositioned to reflect spacecraft attitude motion.
The coordinate transformations and graphics for the display are coded in LISP; the data

are drawn from the expert system's knowledge base.

3.3.4 ESSOC's Inferencing Cycle

The ESSOC expert system's inferencing cycle is a slight modification of the standard

match-select-fire inferencing cycle; the ESSOC cycle consists of four distinct steps rather
than three. The operational cycle is as follows: first, the expert system examines the infor-
mation in its database and determines which, if any, of the operational rules are matched;

second, the system selects one of the rules that have been matched; third, ESSOC exe-

cutes one of these rules; fourth, the system reads any data present in the data buffer on

the Symbolics into the knowledge base. The pattern-matching and the rule selection, con-
flict resolution algorithms are provided by the expert system tool ART, whereas the data-

polling and parsing functions were custom-made for this application and implemented in

LISP. Note that the expert system does not wait for data; if no telemetry data are present

in the buffer, the expert system continues inferencing.
Commands and messages are generated and displayed to the user during the third step

of the cycle, as a result of rule execution.

3.3.5 ESSOC's Data Flow

Because ESSOC is data driven, it is important to discuss the methods by which data

are generated and placed into the system's data structures. As previously discussed, the

system and its knowledge base reside on a Symbolics :3675 while the source of data (the

simulator TSIM) and the data preprocessor reside on a VAX 11/785 (see Figure 6).
Expert systems are CPU-intensive, often requiring 80 to 90 percent of the CPU's process-

ing power. Because the processing of the telemetry data involves trend determination and
conversion to engineering units, which are arithmetically intensive, and because perform-

ing of processing on the Symbolics would significantly interfere with the expert system's
use of the processor, we decided to perform all the telemetry data processing on the VAX.

This design decision greatly enhanced ESSOC's real-time performance. The following para-

graphs describe the flow of data in the system, the operational cycle of ESSOC and the

way in which the two are integrated.
The flow of information between the expert system and the simulator is bidirectional;

spacecraft telemetry data are transmitted from the simulator to the expert system and com-
mands are transmited from the expert system to the simulator.

The transmission of commands to the simulator from ESSOC is totally under the oper-

ator's control; commands may be sent at any time the expert system is in operation.

Whenever the operator sends a command, the command is transmitted to the VAX. The

system is designed so that the simulator will accept the commands coming over the link

and will model a response in telemetry. 2
In contrast, the transmission of telemetry to the Symbolics is controlled by software

on the Symbolics. The simulator generates data continuously. To prevent data loss, data

is buffered on both the VAX and the Symbolics side of the link. The ESSOC front end proces-
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sor converts the raw data into blocks of processed telemetry data.

The gssoc front end preprocessor receives the binary bit stream and performs real-

time conversion of the telemetry data to engineering units. Following the conversion, cer-

tain parameters are further processed through sliding average filters and derived rate filters.

The data are then associated into object-value-attribute pairs and sent to the output buffer
as ASCII strings. The derived parameters are sampled each 0.512 seconds, averaged or

fit over 5.12 seconds, and are placed in the processed telemetry buffer at 2.56 second inter-

vals. The front end processor is implemented in FORTRAN on a VAX 11/785, co-resident

with the spacecraft simulator.

When the data buffer on the Symbolics side of the link is empty, one frame of processed

telemetry is sent across the network in a block and stored in the buffer. At the proper time

in its referencing cycle, the expert system places this buffered information into its "knowledge
base. At this point, the data buffer on the Symbolics side is empty and another data block

is requested from the processed telemetry buffer. Data transmission across the Ethernet

occurs asynchronousty with respect to the ESSOC expert system operational cycle. It is
important to note that the system continues to inference and monitor telemetry data even

when the system has requested user input. Because the system continues to check data

and inference, anomalous conditions will not go undetected during the time that ESSOC

is awaiting a user response.

4.0 Testing

In testing ESSOC, we first tested each individual rule by presetting its conditions in

the knowledge base and then determining if the rule fired and if the proper actions were
taken.
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After the individualrulesofthesystemwereverified,thecompleterule basewastested
by transmittingknowndatageneratedby anoff-lineTDRS-1simulatorto the expertsys-
tem throughthe expertsystem'sTSIM-VAXlink. Scenarioswereconstructedthat gener-
ateddata to test the function of eachruleset.Becausewe hadcompletecontrol overthe
datain thescenario,wecoulddeterminewhether theruleswerefiring at thecorrecttime
andunderthepropercircumstances.Usinganoff-linesimulatorratherthantelemetrytapes
allowedusto control, aswell asgenerate,anomalousdatawith which to test themonitor-
ing rule sets.

Futuretestingof ESSOCwill beaccomplishedby linking the systemto the simulator
TSIM,althoughat the time of this writing, this link hasnot beentested.

5.0 Conclusions and Discussion

ESSOC has demonstrated that expert systems technology has promise for supplementing

current communications spacecraft control and monitoring methods. By using an expert

system to perform the TDRS-1 delta V procedure, the probability of incorrect command-

ing can be greatly reduced. Changing spacecraft conditions are detected as they occur,

and the proper response made immediately. Virtually any failure mechanism that can be
identified in advance may be entered in the knowledge base during the development and

operational phases.
While some of the above capabilities may be achieved through other methods (e.g.,

rule-based expert systems, conventional programming techniques), the hybrid rule/frame-

based expert system is faster and far easier to maintain. Since the rulesets are function-

ally independent, additional rules may be added easily to either expand capability or correct
faults.

No discussion of ESSOC's capabilities would be complete without mentioning some

of its limitations. The types of support thatan expert system (or any other system) may

provide for a given fault during a process are: 1) anomaly detection; 2) attaining safe con-

figuration; 3) performing corrective action/identifying workarounds; and 4) cancelling the

process. At present, ESSOC provides only anomaly detection, the ability to cancel the proce-
dure, and a limited capacity for workarounds. Performing corrective action/identifying wor-
karounds would theoretically appear to be the most desirable capability to develop in an

expert system, but in a majority of cases it is more desirable in practice to attain a safe

configuration. A number of reasons supporting this conclusion are listed below.

1) It is simpler to identify a type of problem than it is to correct a specific one. Each

problem type has a procedure that corrects a family of problems and places the spacecraft
into a safe configuration. Because there is one procedure per problem type rather than

one procedure per problem, the number of corrective procedures that the experts must
define is reduced.

2) It is more cost effective. While the chance of a particular failure scenario occurring
is quite small, considerable expense is required to develop, implement, and test each of

a large number of explicit failure scenarios. Conversely, simply configuring the satellite
for a safe haven, prior to corrective action by specialist input, prevents this excessive level

of expenditure.

3) It is safer. Any of a number of events, which may require distinct recovery proce-
dures, may produce similar symptoms in the telemetry. Thus, the actual failure mode may

not have been foreseen at the time of expert system development, leading to incorrect
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responseand unnecessaryrisk.
While the abovediscussionsuggeststhat safehavenanomalyrecoveryis in general

preferableto explicit recovery,thereareexceptions.Forcertainfailuremodes,the failure
causalityandcorrectiveactionisrelativelysimple,andconsequently,the costsof not per-
formingtheseactionsisgreat.Likewise,certainfailuremodescanbe identifiedashaving
agreaterprobabilityofoccurrencethanotherswhichwarrantsanincreasedtevelof expert
systemresponsecapability.Forthesecases,it is preferableto implementa full recovery
procedure.

While ESSOCis usedfor performingthe delta V procedure,the techniquesusedby
ESSOCcan be generallyappliedto spacecraftcontrol. A systemlike ESSOCcould be
expandedtohandlemanytasksinsatelliteoperations.Theultimategoalwouldbeto enlarge
the expert systemsothat it couldperformall phasesof satellitecontrol.

With slight modificationto the system,the usercanbe eliminatedfrom the control
loop entirely; the expert systemwould requestuser interactiononly asunforeseencir-
cumstancesoccur.Underthesecircumstances,manpowerneedswouldbegreatlyreduced.
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